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E
lectron field emission (FE) from cold
cathodes has attracted the attention
of numerous scientists after the bulk

production of multiwalled carbon nano-
tubes. In this respect, de Heer et al. in 1995
demonstrated that aligned carbon nano-
tubes (CNTs) could emit electrons from their
polarized tips.1 In general, CNT emitters
require relatively low electric fields for
achieving the turn-on emission (EON) and
threshold emission (ETh). EON and ETh were
defined as the electric fields that generate
the current densities JON = 10 μAcm�2 and
JTh = 10 mA cm�2, respectively.2 From an
application point of view, ETh is an impor-
tant parameter of an electron-emitting de-
vice because it is directly related to the
device power consumption at operation
conditions, while EON is the electric field at
which field emission initiates. Existing CNT-
based field emitters (CNT-FEs) exhibit EON
between 0.6 and 2 V/μm,1�7 values that are
superior when compared to other materials
such asW tips or ZnO nanowires,8 both with
EON > 6 V/μm. To date, the lowest turn-on
electric field reported for a CNT-FE is 0.6 V/
μm,2 while ETh can be between 2 and 30 V/
μm.3�6 In addition, CNT-FEs possess other
excellent properties related to their chemi-
cal and thermal stability at relatively high
temperatures (∼500 �C). On the basis of
these characteristics, CNT-FEs have been
used in the fabrication of flat panel displays,
light bulbs, and compact X-ray sources.4�6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the I�E curve of the 2 mm
long CNT pillar electron source that exhibits
very step-likebehavior andemission current as
high as 100μA; the inset shows the J�Eplot of
the 2 mm device. In general, below 0.17 V/μm
the contributions of the noise and the dark
current canbeobserved, but above 0.17 V/μm,
the steep contribution of the field emission
current is evident. Within this region, the mile-
stone value threshold current density (JTh = 10
mA cm�2) is labeled, and it is remarkable that
the emitter reached such a current density at
only ∼0.24 V/μm. A higher current density of
100mA/cm2 (J. JTh) wasachievedat afieldas
low as ∼0.28 V/μm. This is an outstanding
value, considering that all the so far reported
emitters do not present any electron emission
at such low electric fields. Furthermore, we
explored the limits of emission current, finding
current saturation above 220 μA; at such a
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ABSTRACT We are reporting the fabrication of a very efficient electron source using millimeter-

long and highly crystalline carbon nanotubes. These devices start to emit electrons at fields as low as

0.17 V/μm and reach threshold emission at 0.24 V/μm. In addition, these electron sources are very

stable and can achieve a peak current density of 750 mA cm�2 at only 0.45 V/μm. In order to

demonstrate intense electron beam generation, these devices were used to produce visible light by

cathodoluminescence. Finally, density functional theory calculations were used to rationalize the

measured electronic field emission properties in open carbon nanotubes of different lengths. The

modeling establishes a clear correlation between length and field enhancement factor.
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current, arc breakdown was observed in the system.
The highest field emission current density achieved
was ∼750 mA cm�2 at only 0.45 V/μm. On the other
end, the dark current in reverse bias was also mea-
sured, finding a linear behavior at a reverse field

between 0 and 0.50 V/μm, reaching a maximum
current of 28 nA.
In order to distinguish the influence of the CNT pillar

length on the FE properties of our emitters, a compar-
ison was made between 1 mm and 2 mm long pillars.
We found a great improvement in the FE properties for
the longer emitter (2 mm). The J�E curves for both
lengths are shown in Figure 2a. Additionally, in
Figure 2b the Fowler�Nordheim (F�N) plots for these
data show linear behavior in the region ETh > Eapp > EON
and confirm electron field emission by tunneling elec-
trons from the CNTs to the vacuum when applying an
electric field. Nevertheless, in the F�N plots it is
possible to notice slight deviations from linearity,
especially at the high electric field end, where the
contribution of emission spots located at different
heights affect the total emission current; this is an
effect commonly observed in large-area emitters.9,10

From the F�N model, it is possible to obtain the field
enhancement factor, β. This factor relates the local field at
the emitter tip, Eloc, and the macroscopic field (Emacro =
V/d) by the expression Eloc = βEmacro. Experimentally, β
can be obtained by measuring the slope, s, of the
linear region in the F�N plot by using the expression

β ¼ � Bφ3=2d=s

Figure 1. I�E characteristic of the 2 mm long electron
source in the μA range current region showing very step-
like behavior. In the inset is the J�E plot with logarithmic
current density (J) axis. It can be seen that field emission
current starts barely after 0.17 V/μm. The field to achieve
JTh was only 0.24 V/μm and a 10 times higher current
density of only 0.28 V/μm. Emitter cross section area,
A ≈ 3.14 � 10�4 cm2, was used for the calculation
of J.

Figure 2. (a) J�E curves of two field emitters constructedwith pillars of 2mmand1mm longwhere themilestone value EThr is
labeled. (b) Fowler�Nordheim plots created with the same data presenting different slopes for each emitter, and linear
behavior in the electron emission region. (c) Variation of the field enhancement factor as the vacuum gap, d, goes from 1mm
to 5 mm for the 2 mm long emitter pillar. (d) Current vs time plot. The current fluctuates (3% from the set point value
I0 = 3.05 μA.
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where the constant B = 6.83� 109 V eV�3/2 m�1, φ is the
work function, andd is theelectrodeseparationdistance.11

Assumingφ= 5 eV, the same as graphite, and d= 5mm, β
results in very largevaluesof∼3.2� 104 for the2mmlong
and∼1.8� 104 for 1mm long CNT pillars at vacuumgaps
of 5 mm; such values are among the largest reported so
far.12

Zhong et al.13 observed that the field enhancement
factor depends on the vacuum gap. Such a result
indicates that for the same emitter, β and the char-
acteristic threshold and turn-on fields are influenced
by the device geometry and are not an intrinsic
property of the emitter; thus these authors proposed
a two-region field-emission (TRFE) model for CNT
emitters where both the vacuum gap and the emitter
length are considered in the calculation of β, finding a
linear relationship established between 1/β and 1/d
when L, d. Nevertheless, in our case, in which very
long nanotubes were used, L≈ d, such a behavior was
not observed. Insteadwe found amaximum value for β
for a specific d value, as observed in Figure 2c. A similar
behavior was recently reported by Tseng et al., who
also discussed the dependence of β in terms of two
non-uniform electric field distribution areas similar to
the TRFE model.14 One interesting observation in our
system is the fact that if we use the mean macroscopic
electric field (E0 = V/L þ d) across both electrodes,
including the emitter length, in order to plot the
current density, J vs E0, all graphs lie very close to
each other, exhibiting the same EON for all measured
vacuum gaps. Therefore, further investigation is required
in order to explain such a behavior; these plots are
presented only as Supporting Information in Figure S1.

Once we found good emission properties on these
CNT emitters, we proceeded to test emission stability.
These measurements were performed on the 2 mm
device, finding a current variation in the range of(3%
of themean value of 3.05 μA (Figure 2d). These devices
were thoroughly tested, by accumulating tens of hours
of operation. The electron emission properties were
found not to disappear on any of them.
Recently, Hazra et al. reported field emission from

CNT microarrays at very low onset electric fields.15

Nevertheless, the emission current generated with
those devices barely exceeded the dark current range
(nA). A comparison of the data reported by Hazra et al.
and the device reported here is shown in Figure 3a.
Although Hazra et al. reported very high current den-
sity (∼3 A/cm2) from their emitter, the maximum
current produced by their device reached only 20
nA,16 andour devicewas capable of producing 4 orders
of magnitude more current (1 � 105 nA). In addition,
using our electron sources, we generated intense light
emission from red (Y2O3:Eu), green (EuAl2O4), and blue
(Sr2CeO4) phosphor powders excited by cathodolumi-
nescence (CL); photographs of these experiments are
shown in Figures 3b�d. For such a purpose, the phosphor
powders were ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol, poured
directly drop-by-drop in order to form a uniform coat on
the anode plate, and allowed to dry. Extremely bright light
emission characteristics of each phosphor material were
observed at relatively low electron energies between 0.5
and 2 keV; such values rely on the excitation cross section
for electrons inherent to each phosphor material.17�19

Therefore, the CNT pillars reported in this article could be
used indevices suchasvery largeareaflat-paneldisplaysor
large-area low-voltage lamps.

Figure 3. Comparison between the best emitter reported
byHazra et al. and the 2mmdevice reported in thiswork. (a)
I�E plots of both devices. Visible light emitted by CL from
(b) Y2O3:Eu for red, (c) EuAl2O4 for green, and (d) Sr2CeO4 for
blue; all the phosphor oxide powders were excited using
the electron sources reported here.

Figure 4. HRTEMmicrograph of a pristine CNT belonging to
apillar. In the top inset aHRTEM image reveals that thewalls
are formed by high-quality graphitic planes, and well-
defined graphite spots can be observed in the FFT inset
shown below.
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To the best of our knowledge, we have nowused the
longest CNTs pillars to create an efficient electron
source, but we should also note that Pan et al. reported
the use of long nanotubes in field emission experi-
ments.2 Unfortunately, in their approach a small
portion of a continuous forest of long nanotubes
(possibly irregular and with lower crystallinity) was
detached and used as electron source, in contrast to
our approach, in which we have regular pillars grown
independently on patterned substrates. High-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis of
the CNTs grown on pillars is presented in Figure 4 and
reveals their high degree of crystallinity. CNT crystalline
quality is affected when very long periods of growth
are used to grow very long carbon nanotubes;20 hence,
it is very likely to find fewer defects in our long pillars,
grown for 4 h. The CNT forests used by Pan et al. grew
during 48 h.2 In consequence, along with the pillar
length, crystalline quality is also an important factor
that promotes enhanced performance in CNT electron
sources. Such differences are clearly reflected in the
better emission properties found in this work.
Continuing with the study of the crystalline quality of

the CNTs used in our emitters, we explored the effect of
ethanol on the quality of the CNTs. For this purpose, XPS
measurements were performed on CNTs synthesized

with and without ethanol during CVD. A quantitative
analysis of the carbon�oxygen groups of each sample
was created. Table 1 shows the C1s binding energies
from XPS caused by the interaction of oxygen and
carbon atoms. The nanotubes extracted from our pillars
revealed a dominant presence of sp2-hybridized carbon
atoms (graphitic carbon), consequently exhibiting a
lower concentration of sp3-hybridized carbons (defects).
In order to further understand the effect of nanotube

length on the field emission properties, first-principles
theoretical calculations were performed using the SIESTA
code21 to study open CNTs of different lengths
(calculation details are provided in the Supporting Infor-
mation, S2). The electron field emission properties were
investigated with and without an external electric field. In
the absence of an electric field, the work function (φ) can
be estimated by φ = Evac � EF, where Evac is the electro-
static potential in thevacuumandEF is theFermienergy.φ
is interpreted as the minimum energy required for an
electron to be removed from the carbon nanotube to the
vacuum level.22 In our calculations, the vacuum level is
determined by the plateau value of the macroscopic
average of the planar surface electrostatic potential out-
side the nanotube.23 In the presence of an applied electric
field (Eapp), the emission properties were obtained using
the field enhancement factor (β), which is given by

Figure 5. Macroscopic average of a (5,5) CNT (a) in the
absence of electric field and (b) in the presence of an electric
field. The work function (φ) is calculated as φ = Evac � EF.

TABLE 2. Electronic and FE Properties for the Open (5,5)

CNTs for Three Different Lengthsa

cnt length EF (eV) Evac (eV) φ (eV) β Eb (eV)

9.85 Å (90 atoms) �4.65 �0.02 4.63 1.10 �8.55
14.78 Å (130 atoms) �4.63 �0.02 4.61 1.19 �8.69
17.24 Å (150 atoms) �4.61 �0.02 4.59 1.56 �8.74

a The values shown correspond to the Fermi level (EF), electrostatic potential (Evac),
work function (φ), field enhancement factor (β), and binding energy (Eb).

TABLE 1. Results of XPS C1s Quotient of the Sum of

Oxidized Groups Divided by the Sum of All Carbons

Detected in CNTs Synthesised by CVD with and without

Ethanol

carbon coordination no ethanol in CVD ethanol in CVD

sp2 67.0 75.3
sp3 19.6 10.9
C�O 2.3 5.8
CdO 3.7 6.4
COO 2.4 1.6
[C(O)]/[C] 8.9 13.8

Figure 6. (a) Key steps for CNT pillar growth; (b) morphol-
ogy of a finished CNT pillar array; and (c) schematic repre-
sentation of the emitter device.
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β = Eloc/Eapp, where Eloc corresponds to the local field and
is estimated from the slopeof the electrostatic potential.24

Figure 5 presents the macroscopic average of the sur-
face electrostatic potential of a (5,5) carbon nanotube. The
cell parameters were carefully chosen to ensure that the
electrostatic potential was constant (Evac) outside the
nanotube. At the same time, characteristic oscillations
were observed inside the nanotube due to the presence
of atomic details on the nanotube surface. In this way,
the electrostatic potential along the nanotube axis in the
absence of an external electric field was calculated (see
Figure 5a). In addition, the effect of an applied electricfield
was considered. Here, the macroscopic average of the
surface electrostatic potential exhibited a linear behavior
(see Figure 5b). The slope of the straight line was asso-
ciated with Eloc.
Furthermore, in order to study the length dependence

of the FE properties, we performed calculations on (5,5)
nanotubes of three different lengths. The longest
nanotubes exhibit a zero electronic gap at low electric
fields, which could be related to a smaller EON observed
in long CNTs. Both φ and β values are summarized in

Table 2. Note that φ decreases as the nanotube length
increases. A small φ and a large β are both needed
for an improved FE behavior. Small φ means the
electrons are released easily, and large β increases
the local field in the CNT tips.

CONCLUSIONS

The outstanding electric properties of these CNT
electron sources are mainly due to the following para-
meters: (a) millimeter length, which creates a huge
aspect ratio, which, in turn, increases the field enhance-
ment factor for the Fowler�Nordheim emission; (b) the
high degree of crystallinity within the emitting tubes,
which reduces electron scattering and hence electric
resistance. Both properties are promoted by the use of
small amounts of ethanol in the CNT synthesis.25 In
addition, the calculations of the electronic and FE
properties of CNTs with three different lengths were
compared. It was found that the longest CNT has a
smaller work function and larger β, which are respon-
sible for FE improvement, a result that is in agreement
with our experimental results.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Millimeter-long carbon nanotubes were produced by a float-

ing catalyst CVD process using ferrocene (2.5 wt %) as iron
catalyst source, toluene (97 wt%) as carbon source, and ethanol
(0.5 wt %) as oxygen source. The addition of ethanol is intended
to promote the faster formation of longer nanotubes; the
process has been explained in detail by Botello-Mendez et al.25

In this particular case, the silicon substrates were patternedwith
a photoresin mask (MicroChem SU8-2015) and covered with a
50 nm thick gold film deposited by dc sputtering. Subsequently,
the patterned photoresin layer was peeled off to expose circular
areas of clean silicon, while the rest of the substrate retained the
gold film in order to inhibit CNT growth (Figure 6a). The
diameter of the pillars is defined by the size of the circular
pattern, while their length (L) is controlled by the CVD growing
time (Figure 6b). The CNT pillars used in this work were ∼100
μm in radius and grown during different time periods to have
straight 1 mm and 2 mm long samples. It is possible to grow
pillars shorter in diameter and longer than 2 mm; however such
samples were not used for FE experiments because those
dimensions produced curved pillars.
The CNT-based electron sources are constructed by placing

an individual pillar on ametallic plate using a small drop of silver
ink, as depicted in Figure 6c. The CNT pillars must be detached
from the growth substrate (see Figure 6b) using precision
tweezers. Then, we placed the pillar onto the metallic plate in
such a way that the pillar base acts as an emitter tip. In that way,
the open nanotube edges created by the detachment from the
substrate can act as emitter point (see Supporting Information, S3).
The J�E electrical characteristics of the CNT-FEs were mea-

sured at room temperature under ∼133 � 10�6 Pa vacuum
conditions. The emission current (I) was measured with a
picoammeter (Keithley model 6485) connected in series with
the emitter. The voltage was supplied by a dc high-voltage
power supply (Vapp) and measured with a voltmeter. For the
field emission measurements, the cathode had a fixed position
and the anode was moved up and down with a stepper motor
(Huntington Lab, SSP 600) with step size of 15 μm in order to set
the tip to anode separation distance, d, at a desired distance.
The tip�anode separation, d, was used to calculate the macro-
scopic electric field, E = V/d, and the current density, J = I/A,

where A is the emitter cross section area in cm�2 (see Figure 6b
and c).
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